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LEWIS C. MYERs, Or FREEPORT, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO ROYAL. TYPEWRITER COM 

PANY, INC, OF NEW YOR, N. Y., A CORPORATION OF NEW YORK 

TYPEWRNG ACN: 

Application filed November 7, 1929. Serial ?o. 405,338. 

This invention relates to new and useful 
improvements in typewriting machines gen 
erally, although more specifically to im 
rovements in tabulating mechanisms there 

I5 for. 
The invention is particularly adapted for 

use in connection with Royal portable type 
writers although from certain aspects the 
invention may be applied to typewriting 

10 machines of other types. In typewriting 
machines generally, and particularly in those 
of the portable type, the operating parts 
must be necessarily positioned in close com 
pact relation as available working space is 

15 extremely limited. 
Therefore among the several objects of my 

invention are to provide a tabulating mech 
anism which will fit into a limited space and 
which will not interfere in any manner with 
the carriage shift frame or with any of the 
other operating parts of the machine, and 
to provide a tabular stop in manner which 
will permit of its ready adjustment along 
the tabular rack. In the accompanying drawings: 

Figure 1 is a view partly in side elevation 
and partly in section showing a typewriting 
machine embodying my invention, 

Figure 2 is a rear elevation of such a ma 
chine, parts being omitted to better disclose 
my invention, 

Figure 3 is a detail rear elevation show 
ing the rocking frames to which the tabular 
rack and the feed rack are fixedly connected, 

Figure 4 is a detail top plan view of the 
machine, parts being omitted to better dis 
close my invention, 

Figure 5 is a right hand end elevation of 
the carriage, 

Figure 6 is a left hand end elevation of the 
carriage, 

Figure 7 is a plan view of a blank used in 
forming a tabular stop. 

Figure 8 is an end elevation of a tabular 
stop, 

Figure 9 is a perspective view of a tabular 
step spring, 

igure 10 is an elevation thereof, and 
Figure 11 is a detail vertical sectional view 

showing the relation between the tabular 
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rack and the combined lifting and stop lever. 
In the accompanying drawings, I have ill 

lustrated my invention as being applied to 
a Royal portable typewriting machine which 
includes a main frame A having a front wall 55 
5, a rear wall 6, and side walls 7 and 8 re spectively. The rear wall 6 is provided 
along its upper and lower edges with in 
turned flanges 9 and 10 respectively. Sup 
ported on the main frame A for substantial- 60 
ly vertical movements in the usual manner 
is a shift frame B and movably mounted on 
this shift frame is a carriage C including a 
platen 11 and end walls 12 and 13 respec 
tively. The carriage C is supported on the 65 
shift frame B through the medium of spaced 
upper rails 14, 14 and cooperating rails 15, 
15, the former being fixed to the carriage and the latter being fixed to the shift frame. 
The carriage C is fed in a letter space di- 70 
rection by the usual spring drum 16 and escapement mechanism which includes an 
escapement pinion 17. The detail construc 
tion of the escapement mechanism is not 
shown as any ordinary escapement mecha- 75 
nism may be employed. Besides the escape 
ment pinion 17, the escapement mechanism 
necessarily includes a feed rack 18 which is 
normally held in mesh with the pinion but 
is adapted to be digged therefrom when- 80 
ever the tabular mechanism is thrown into 
operation or when it is desired to move the 
carriage in a letter space direction without 
employing the usual spacing key lever. In 
the present instance, the pinion 17 and the 85 
feed rack 18 are located hellow the carriage 
and between the rails thereof. The feed 
rack 18 is fixedly connected at its ends to 
rocking frames D and E which are in turn 
fulcrumed on alined pivots 19 and 20 sup- 90 
ported on the end plates 12 and 13 respec 
tively. 
The swinging frame D consists of a 3- . 

armed lever including a depending arm 21, 
a rearwardly extending lateral arm 22 and 95 
an upwardly extending arm 23, the latter 
terminating at its upper end in a finger 
piece 24. A bracket arm 25 is rigidly con 
nected to the feed rack 18 by screws 26, 26 
and this bracket is provided with an up- 00 
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turned end or arm 27 which is fulcrumed 
on the pivot screw 19. The depending arm 
21 of the swinging frame D has its lower end 
inturned as at 28 and the free end thereof is 
located in a slot 29 formed in the adjacent 
end of the feed rack 18. 
The swinging frame E comprises a 2 

armed lever which is fulcrumed on the pivot 
20 and includes a depending arm 30 and a 
laterally and rearwardly extending arm 31. 
The depending arm 30 is provided with an 
inwardly extending portion or arm 32 which 
overlies the adjacent end of the feed rack 
18 and is connected thereto by screws. 33, 33. 
The rearwardly extending arm 31 is pro 
vided with a bent over lug 34 and a coil 
spring 35 is connected at one end to this lug 
and at its other end to a lug 36 fixed to the 
carriage C. This spring functions to yield 
ably retain the feed rack 18 in engagement 
with the escapement pinion 17. A tabular 
rack 37 is located in rear of the carriage and 
is attached to the swinging frames D and E. 
For this purpose one end of the tabular rack 
37 is rigidly connected to the rearwardly ex 
tending arm 22 of the swinging frame D 
by means of a screw 38. The other end of 
the tabular rack 37 is fixedly connected by 
a screw 39 to a plate 40 attached by screws 
41, 41 to the rearwardly extending or lat 
eral arm 31 of the swinging frame E. The 
plate 40 is provided with an upwardly ex 
tending arm 42 which terminates at its upper 
end in a finger piece 43. Thus upon depres 
sion of either finger piece 24 or 43 both 
rocking frames D and E will be simultane 
ously swung about their respective pivots 
and both the feed rack 18 and the tabular 
rack 37 will be swung in unison thereby 
moving the feed rack 18 toward and from 
or into and out of engagement with the 
escapement pinion 17. 
The tabular rack 37 is provided on its 

inner face with a series of teeth 44 and 
mounted on said tabular rack for independ 
ent adjustments therealong is a plurality of 
tabular stops H. Each stop H is prefer 
ably formed from a single blank 45 of sheet 
metal. This blank is formed into rectang 
ular or ring shaped member adapted to en 
circle or embrace the tabular rack, and in 
cludes a top wall 46, a bottom wall 47, an 
inner wall 48 and an outer wall 49. The dis 
tance between the top and bottom walls 46 
and 47 is slightly greater than the height 
of the tabular rack so as to permit the stops 
H to be freely slid therealong. The dis 
tance, however, between the inner and outer 
walls 48 and 49 is somewhat greater than 
the width of the tabular rack so as to per 
mit the stop H to be moved transversely 
thereof. The inner wall 48 is provided at 
its ends with integral lugs 50, 50 which ex 
tend inwardly for engagement with a pair 
of teeth 44 of the tabular rack. The outer 
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wall 49 of the stop H is provided with an 
inwardly extending projection or anchor 51 
which in the present instance is preferably 
formed by punching said outer wall a suit 
able distance. Disposed between the tabu 
ular rack 37 and the outer wall 49 of the 
stop H is a spring I which in this instance 
is formed from a single length of wire bent 
into rectangular shape having three sides 
located in a common plane and having one 
end portion 52 bent outwardly at an angle 
from said plane and terminating in an eye 
53 for interlocking engagement with the 
projection or anchor 51 so as to retain the 
spring against movement relative to the stop 
H. The angularly bent end portion 52 
cauises the stop H to be moved forwardly 
so as to retain the lugs 50, 50 in engagement 
with the teeth 44 of the tabular rack. It 
will be apparent, however, that upon for 
ward pressure by the operator, the spring 
will be compressed and the lugs 50, 50 will 
become disengaged from the teeth 44 and 
consequently the operator may then freely 
slide the stop along the tabular rack to any 
desired position of adjustment whereupon 
the stop H will be automatically retained in 
its adjusted position upon release by the 
operator. 
My invention also comprises a key-oper 

ated means for releasing the feed rack 18 
from the escapement pinion 17 and for 
effecting an arresting movement to the car 
riage depending upon the positions of the 
tabular stops H. To this end each of the 
tabular stops H is provided with a down 
wardly extending lug or stop 54 which are 
preferably integral with the respective bot 
tom walls 47. Disposed under the tabular 
rack 37 is a combined lifting and stop lever 
J which includes a horizontal arm 55 and 
a downwardly extending vertical arm 56. 
This lever J is fulcrumed at its angle on a 
horizontal pivot 57 to a bracket 58 attached 
to the shift frame B. A stop in 59 is fixed 
to the bracket 58 to limit the downward 
movement of the horizontal arm 55, and a 
coil spring 60 is connected at one end to the 
vertical arm 56 and at its other end to the 
bracket 58 and functions to yieldably retain 
the vertical arm 56 against the stop pin 59. 
The free end of the horizontal arm 55 is 
normally held by the spring 60 below and 
in spaced relation to the tabular rack 37. 
It is evident, however, that when the lever 
J is swung about its pivot 57 and against the 
tension of the spring 60, the free end 55 of 
the arm 55 will engage the tabular rack 37 
and thereby elevate the same. The upward 
movement of the tabular rack 37 will 
through the medium of the Swinging frames 
D and E, cause the rack 18 to be swung rear 
wardly out of engagement with the escape 
ment pinion 17, and upon release of the 
lever J the spring 35 will return the parts to 
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their normal positions. Thus when the lever 
J is swung to its operative position to re 
lease the feed rack 18 from the escapement 
pinion 17, the angled end of 55 of the arm 
55 of said lever will be moved upwardly into 
the path of the depending stop lug 54 of the 
next adjacent tabular stop H and conse 
quently the carriage will be moved by the 
drum 16 uutil said stop 54 engages the free 
end of the arm 55 of the lever J. Upon re 
lease of the lever J the parts will be re 
turned to their normal positions and the car riage stopped in the adjusted position there 
of. In order to maintain the end of 55 of 
the arm 55 of the lever J in sliding contact 
with the tabular rack 37 during the upward 
movement of the latter, I have provided the 
free end portion of the arm 55 with a guard 
shoe 61. 
In order to operate the lever J from a 

point in front of the machine, I have pro 
vided a key-operated mechanism which in 
cludes a key lever 62 which is fulcrumed 
as at 63 to the main frame of the machine. 
A vertical rod 64 is disposed between the 
flanges 9 and 10 of the rear wall 6 and is 
fixedly secured thereto by any suitable 
means. Journaled on the rod 64 is a bell 
crank lever 65 having arms 66 and 67 ar 
ranged at right angles to each other. A 
link 68 has its forward end pivotally con 
nected to the key lever 62 and its rear end 
pivotally connected to the arm 66 of the bell 
crank lever 65. A long link 69 is pivot 
ally connected at one end to the arm 67 of 
the bell crank lever 65 and at its other end 
to the vertical arm 56 of the combined lift 
ing and stop lever J. The bell crank lever 
65 is preferably held against vertical move. 
ments on the rod 64 by means of upper and 
lower collars 70 and 71 respectively. 
In operation the tabular stops H. are in: itially set to any predetermined position of 

adjustment on the tabular rack 37. When 
it is desired to perform a tabulating opera 
tion, the operator depresses the key lever 
62 and as a result the combined lifting and 
stop lever J will be swung against the ten 
sion of the spring 60. During this move 
ment of the lever J, the arm 55 will be raised 
to engage the tabular rack 37 and upon con 
tinued movement of said lever the rack 37 
will be elevated. Inasmuch as this tabular 
rack 37 is rigidly connected to the feed rack 
18 through the medium of the rocking 
frames D and E, it will be apparent that 
the feed rack 18 will be disengaged from the 
pinion 17 and consequently the drum 16 will 
immediately effect a movement of the car 
riage along its supporting track until the 
depending lug or stop 54 of the adjacent 
tabular stop H is brought into engagement 
with the free end of the arm 55 of the lever 
J. Immediately upon release of the key 
lever 62 by the operator, the springs 35 and 
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60 will quickly return the parts to their nor 
mal positions whereby the feed rack 18 will 
be engaged with the escapement pinion 17 
and the carriage will thus be stopped in its 
arrested position. Inasmuch as the link 69 
is of considerable length relative to the 
length of the carriage, it will be apparent 
that when the shift frame is elevated there 
will be no movement imparted to the lever 
J. When it is desired to release the carriage 
from the escapement and without utilizing 
the tabular stops H, it is only necessary to 
operate either of the finger pieces 24 or 43 

70 

75 

because upon depression of either of said 
finger pieces the frames D and E will be 
rocked and the feed rack lS will become dis 
engaged from the escapement pinion 17 thus 
permitting the carriage to be placed in any 
position within the extreme limits of the 
carriage movement. 
The plate 40 is provided with a downward 

extension 40 which normally engages the 
adjacent upper carriage rail 14 to limit the 
movement of the carriage rack 18 for proper 
meshing with the escapement pinion 17. 
The curved guard shoe 61 prevents the 

angled end 55 of the lever J from sliding 
off the rack 37 when the rack is in its lifted 
position as shown in Figure 5, and the 
curved shoe will also ride over the stop rack 
teeth and the stop H without catching. 

I claim: 
1. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 

ing machines comprising a carriage, an 
escapement pinion, a tabular rack and a feed 
rack pivoted to the carriage to move in 
unison whereby the feed rack is moved into 
and out of engagement with the pinion, stops 
on the tabular rack, and means engageable 
with the tabular rack for swinging the feed 
rack out of engagement with the pinion to 
release the carriage therefrom and for co 
operating with one of the tabular stops to 
limit the movement of the carriage. 

2. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising a carriage, an 
escapement pinion, a tabular rack and a 
feed rack fixed to rocking frames pivoted 
to the carriage to move in unison whereby 
the feed rack is moved into and out of en 
gagement with the pinion, stops on the 
tabular rack, key-operated stop means in 
cluding a combined lifting and stop lever 
engageable with the tabular rack for swing 
ing the rocking frames to disengage the feed 
rack from the pinion and for simultaneously 
cooperating with one of the tabular stops to 
limit movement of the carriage to a prede 
termined distance, and a spring for nor 
mally retaining said lever out of engagement 
with the tabular rack. 

3. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising a carriage, an 
escapement pinion, a tabular rack and a 
feed rack fixed to rocking frames pivoted to 
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the carriage to move in unison whereby the 
feed rack is moved into and out of engage 
ment with the pinion, stops on the tabular 
rack, key-operated stop means including a 
"onbined lifting and stop lever engageable 
with the tabular rack for swinging the rock 
ing frames to disengage the feed rack from 
the pinion and for simultaneously cooperat 
ing with one of the tabular stops to limit 
innovement of the carriage to a predeter 
mined distance, a spring for normally re 
taining said lever out of engagement with 
the tabular rack, and a guard shoe fixed to 
the lever for cooperating with the tabular 
rack to maintain the lever in operative en 
gagement with the rack. 

4. A tabulating mechanism for typewriting 
machines comprising in combination, a main 
frame, a substantially vertically movable 
shift frame, means for moving said shift 
frame, a carriage movably mounted on the 
shift frame, an escapement mechanism in 
cluding a pinion and a feed rack respec 
tively mounted on the shift frame and car 
riage, the feed rack being movable into and 
out of engagement with the pinion, a tabular 
rack connected to the feed rack to nove 
there with, stops mounted on the tabular 
rack, and means including a combined lift 
ing and stop lever fulcrumed on the shift 
frame and engageable with the tubular rack 
for moving both racks to disengage the feed 
rack from the pinion and for simultaneously 
cooperating with one of the tabular stops to 
limit movement of the carriage to a pre 
determined distance. 

5. A tabulating mechanism for typewriting 
machines comprising in combination, a main 
frame, a substantially vertically movable 
shift frame, means for moving said shift 
frame, a carriage movably mounted on the 
shift frame, an escapement mechanism in 
cluding a pinion and a feed rack respec 
tively mounted on the shift frame and car 
riage, the feed rack being movable into and 
out of engagement with the pinion, a tabu 
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lar rack connected to the feed rack to move 
therewith, stops mounted on the tabular 
rack, means including a combined lifting 
and stop lever fulcrumed on the shift frame 
and engageable with the tabular rack for 
moving both racks to disengage the feed 
rack from the pinion and for simultaneously 
cooperating with one of the tabular stops to 
limit movement of the carriage to a pre 
determined distance, a spring for normally 
retaining said lever out of engagement with 
the tabular rack, and a guard shoe fixed to 
the lever for cooperation with the tabular 
rack to maintain the lever in operative en 
gagement with the rack. 

6. A tabulating mechanism for typewriting 
machines comprising in combination, a main 
frame. a substantially vertically movable 
shift frame, means for moving said shift 
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frame, a carriage movably mounted on the 
shift frame and including spaced track rails, 
an escapement mechanism including a 
pinion and a feed rack located between said 
'ails, a tabular rack located in rear of the 
carriage, adjustable stops mounted on the 
tabular rack, rocking franes respectively 
pivoted to the ends of the carriage and hav 
ing fixed connections with the feed rack 
and with the tabular rack, a spring for nor 
mally retaining the feed rack in engagement 
with the pinion, and means including a com 
bined lifting and stop lever fulcrumed on 
the shift frame and engageable with the 
tabular rack for swinging the rocking 
frames to disengage the feed rack from the 
pinion and for simultaneously cooperating 
with one of the tabular stops to limit move 
ment of the carriage to a predetermined 
distance. 

7. A tabulating mechanism for typewriting 
machines comprising in combination, a main 
frame, a substantially vertically movable 
shift frame, means for moving said shift 
frame, a carriage movably mounted on the 
shift frane, an escapement mechanism in 
cluding a pinion and a feed rack respec 
tively mounted on the shift frame and car 
riage, the feed rack being movable into and 
out of engagement with the pinion, a tabu 
lar l'ack connected to the feed rack to move 
there with, stops mounted on the tabular 
rack, and means for moving both racks to 
disengage the feed rack from the pinion and 
for simultaneously cooperating with one of 
the tabular stops to limit movement of the 
carriage to a predetermined distance, said 
means including a key lever fulcrumed on 
the main frame, a bell crank lever fulcrumed 
on a vertical axis on the main frame below 
the tabular rack, a link connecting the key 
lever with one arm of the bell crank lever, a 
combined lifting and stop lever fulcrumed 
on a horizontal axis on the shift frame and 
engageable with the tabular rack, and a link 
connecting said combined lifting and stop 
lever and the other arm of the bell crank 
lever, the last mentioned link extending in 
parallelism with the tabular rack. 

8. In a tabulating mechanism for type 
Writing machines, the combination of a tab 
ular rack having teeth on one side thereof, 
and a tabular stop adjustably mounted 
thereon, said stop comprising a rectangular 
member encircling the rack, the wall of the 
member opposite the rack teeth having an 
anchor extending inwardly therefrom, and a 
spring disposed between said wall and the 
rack and comprising a length of wire of 
rectangular form having three sides located 
in a common plane and bearing against the 
face of the rack opposite the anchor, one end 
portion of the wire extending outwardly 
from said plane, and terminating in an eye 
having interlocking connection with the 
anchor. 
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9. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising in combination, a 
main frame, a carriage, a carriage escape 
ment mechanism including a pinion and a 
feed rack, the feed rack being movable into 
and out of engagement with the pinion, a 
tabular rack connected to the feed rack to 
move there with, stops mounted on the tab 
ular rack, and means including a stop lever 
engageable with the tabular rack for mov 
ing both racks to disengage the feed rack 
from the pinion and for simultaneously co 
operating with one of the tabular stops to 
limit movement of the carriage to a prede 
termined distance. 

10. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising in combination, a 
main frame, a carriage, a carriage escape 
ment mechanism including a pinion and a 
feed rack, the feed rack being movable into 
and out of engagement with the pinion, a 
tabular rack connected to the feed rack to 
move therewith, stops mounted on the tab 
ular rack, means including a stop lever en 
gageable with the tabular rack for moving 
both racks to disengage the feed rack from 
the pinion and for simultaneously cooperat 
ing with one of the tabular stops to limit 
movement of the carriage to a predeter 
mined distance, a spring for normally re 
taining said lever out of engagement with 
the tabular rack, and a guard shoe fixed to 
the lever for cooperation with the tabular 
rack to maintain the lever in operative en 
gagement with the rack. 

11. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising in combination, a 
main frame, a carriage including spaced 
track rails, an escapement mechanism in 
cluding a pinion and a feed rack located 
between said rails, a tabular rack located 
in rear of the carriage, adjustable stops 
mounted on the tabular rack, rocking frames 
respectively pivoted to the ends of the car 
riage and having fixed connections with the 
feed rack and with the tabular rack, a spring 
for normally retaining the feed rack in en 
gagement with the pinion, and means in 
cluding a stop lever engageable with the 
tabular rack for swinging the rocking 
frames to disengage the feed rack from the 
pinion and for simultaneously cooperating 
with one of the tabular stops to limit move 
ment of the carriage to a predetermined 
distance. 

12. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising in combination, a 
main frame, a carriage, a carriage escape 
ment mechanism including a pinion and a 
feed rack, the feed rack being movable into 
and out of engagement with the pinion, a 
tabular rack connected to the feed rack to 
move therewith, stops mounted on the tab 
ular rack, and means for moving both racks 
to disengage the feed rack from the pinion 
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and for simultaneously cooperating with one 
of the tabular stops to limit movement of the carriage to a predetermined distance, 
Said means including a key lever fulcrumed 
On the main frame, a bell crank lever full 
crumed on a vertical axis on the main frame 
below the tabular rack, a link connecting 
the key lever with one arm of the bell crank 
lever, a stop lever fulcrumed on a horizontal 
axis and engageable with the tabular rack, 
and a link connecting said stop lever and 
the other arm of the bell crank lever, the 
last mentioned link extending in parallelism 
with the tabular rack. 

13. A tabulating mechanism for type 
writing machines comprising a carriage, an 
escapement pinion, a tabular rack and a 
feed rack pivoted to the carriage to move 
in unison whereby the feed rack is moved 
into and out of engagement with the pinion. 
stops on the tabular rack, and key-operated 
stop means including a combined lifting and 
stop lever engageable with the tabular rack 
for swinging the rocking frames to disen 
gage the feed rack from the pinion and 
for simultaneously cooperating with one of 
the tabular stops to limit movement of the 
carriage to a predetermined distance. 

14. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising a carriage, an 
escapement pinion, a tabular rack and a 
feed rack pivoted to the carriage to move in 
unison whereby the feed rack is moved into 
and out of engagement with the pinion, 
stops on the tabular rack, key-operated stop 
means including a combined lifting and stop 
lever engageable with the tabular rack for 
swinging the rocking frames to disengage 
the feed rack from the pinion and for simul 
taneously cooperating with one of the tabu 
lar stops to limit movement of the carriage 
to a predetermined distance, and a guard 
shoe fixed to the lever for cooperation with 
the tabular rack to maintain the lever in 
operative engagement with the rack. 

15. A tabulating mechanism for type 
writing machines comprising a carriage and 
spaced track rails therefor, an escapement 
mechanism including a pinion and a feed 
rack located between said rails, a tabular 
rack located in rear of the carriage, adjust 
able stops mounted on the tabular rack, 
rocking frames respectively pivoted to the 
ends of the carriage and having fixed con 
nections with the feed rack and with the 
tabular rack, and key operated stop means 
for swinging the rocking frames to disen 
gage the feed rack from the pinion and for 
simultaneously cooperating with one of the 
tabular stops to limit movement of the car 
riage to a predetermined distance. 

16. A tabulating mechanism for type 
writing machines comprising a carriage and 
spaced track rails therefor, an escapement 
mechanism including a pinion and a feed 
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rack located between said rails, a tabular 
rack located in rear of the carriage, adjust 
able stops mounted on the tabular rack, rock 
ing frames respectively pivoted to the ends 
of the carriage and having fixed connec 
tions with the feed rack and with the tabu 
lar rack, key-operated stop means including 
a combined lifting and stop lever engageable 
with the tabular rack for swinging the rock 
ing frames to disengage the feed rack from 
the pinion and for simultaneously cooperat 
ing with one of the tabular stops to limit 
movement of the carriage to a predeter 
mined distance, and a spring for normally 
retaining said lever out of engagement with 
the tabular rack. 

17. A tabulating mechanism for typewrit 
ing machines comprising a carriage and 
spaced track rails therefor, an escapement 
mechanism including a pinion and a feed 
rack located between said rails, a tabular 
rack located in rear of the carriage, adjus 
able stops mounted on the tabular rack, rock 
ing frames respectively pivoted to the ends of 
the carriage and having fixed connections 
with the feed rack and with the tabular rack, 
key-operated stop means including a com 
bined lifting and stop lever engageable 
with the tabular rack for swinging the rock 
ing frames to disengage the feed rack from 
the pinion and for simultaneously cooperat 
ing with one of the tabular stops to limit 
movement of the carriage to a predeter 
mined distance, a spring for normally re 
taining said lever out of engagement with 
the tabular rack, and a shoe fixed to 
the lever for cooperation with the tabular 
rack to maintain the lever in operative en 
gagement with the rack. 

testimony whereof, I have hereunto 
subscribed my name. 

LEWIS C. MYERS. 


